
FAST FACTS! 
MIDWEST COACHES CLINIC 

OCTOBER 21-22, 2016 



Teams will complete a grid of 
terms that begin with a given 
letter to match science categories. 

A team of up to two students. 



EVENT SUPERVISOR PROVIDES: 
 Writing Implements 
 Score Sheets 
 Timing 

STUDENTS: 
 May NOT bring in any material or 
 equipment 



• 3 Rounds/ 6 Minutes a Round 
• Supervisors will provide teams with 
identical sets of score sheets, one per 
round 
• Students must write their name(s) and 
school on each score sheet 
• **Score sheets without names/school 
WILL NOT BE SCORED 



THE GRID 
•  Horizontal Axis – Science 

Categories 
•  Categories may not be 

repeated within or among 
grids 

•  Vertical Axis- Letters of the 
Alphabet 
•  Letter may not be repeated 

within or among grids 



•  First letter of the answer must match the 
letter indicated for the category 

•  Names of categories must not be used as a 
correct response 
•  FOR EXAMPLE: 
 Category “US Tree” and the letter is “T” 
 Incorrect student answer would be “Tree” 
 Allowable student answer “Toothache Tree” 



•  If an answer has 2+ words the 1st letter of 
the 1st word is used 

•  EXCEPTION! 
 When the first word is “the” or “a/an” the  
 second word is used 
 Response is correct if the letter is “G” and 
 the response is “The Grand Canyon” 



•  Students cannot write two or more different 
forms of a response within a category and get 
credit for two or more answers 

FOR EXAMPLE: 
•  Category “Human Organs” and the letter are “I”, “L”, “S” 

 Student response:  “Intestines”, “Large Intestines”, 
“Small  

 Intestines” 
•  The student would get credit for Large Intestines and 

Small Intestines- No credit for Intestines 



For a category requiring a personal name: 
 The student/team must write the GIVEN 
 NAME (FIRST) and the SURNAME (LAST) 

The 1ST letter of the surname must match the 
given letter: 

 FOR EXAMPLE: 
 Charles Darwin would be correct for the  
 letter “D” 



• Abbreviations are not allowed 

•  Incorrect spellings are allowed IF: 
 The 1st letter is correct 
 The supervisor is able to determine the  
 intended term from the given spelling 



All words must be found in an American/US 
based English Scientific Dictionary 

 http:  dictionary.reference.com/science 

 http:www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/ 
 definition/american_english/science 



Points are determined by # of correct 
terms listed in each row and column  

• 1 correct = 1 pt.  
• 2 correct = 4 pts.  
• 3 correct = 9 pts.  
• 4 correct = 16 pts. 
 • 5 correct = 25 pts. 

Maximum points/round = 250            
Maximum Score = 750 



Maximum points/round = 250            
Maximum Score = 750 

• Ties are broken using the following  
sequence  
1.   Highest individual round score  
2.   2nd highest individual round score 
3.   3rd highest individual round score 



If still tied:  
• 4th - total # of columns and rows w/ 

 5 correct  
• 5th - total # of columns and rows w/ 

 4 correct  
• 6th - total # of columns and rows w/ 

 3 correct  
• 7th - total # of columns and rows w/ 

 2 correct 




